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It is well known that the high electric conductivity, large Seebeck coefficient, and low thermal 
conductivity are preferred for enhancing thermoelectric performance, but unfortunately, these 
properties are strongly inter-correlated with no rational scenario for their efficient decoupling. 
This big dilemma for thermoelectric research appeals for alternative strategic solutions, while 
the high-throughput screening is one of them. In this work, we start from total 3136 real 
electronic structures of the huge X2YZM4 quaternary compound family and perform the high-
throughput searching in terms of enhanced thermoelectric properties. The comprehensive data-
mining allows an evaluation of the electronic and phonon characteristics of those promising 
thermoelectric materials. More importantly, a new insight that the enhanced thermoelectric 
performance benefits substantially from the coexisting Dirac and heavy fermions plus strong 
optical-acoustic phonon hybridization, is proposed. This work provides a clear guidance to 
theoretical screening and experimental realization and thus towards development of 
performance-excellent thermoelectric materials. 
 
  
Thermoelectric (TE) materials have been driving extensive concern due to the specific 
functionalities of transferring waste heat into electrical energy and vice versa [1]. Their 
performance can be quantified by dimensionless parameter ZT = S2T/, namely the figure of 
merit, where S is the Seebeck coefficient,  the electrical conductivity, T the absolute 
temperature, and  the total thermal conductivity containing carrier contribution e and phonon 
contribution L. Obviously, a good TE material should possess high power factor (PF = S2), 
low , and thus high ZT [2-5]. However, a realization of high ZT and PF becomes intrinsically 
challenging since this set of physical parameters (S, , ) exhibit complex interdependences or 
say, are intrinsically coupled [6-8]. For instance, an improved  or reduced L is often 
accompanied by the reduction of S or rise of e, making an independent modulation of these 
parameters almost impossible but yet highly unremitting.  
The unremitting effort continues to focus on the electronic structure of TE materials in 
order to find alternative scenario for decoupling these interdependences. On one hand, Chasmar 
and Stratton [9] first defined the material parameter B to evaluate the TE performance, 
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where kB and h are the Boltzmann constant and Plank constant, cl and  stand for the average 
longitudinal elastic constant and deformation potential constant, respectively, Nv and Nc define 
the numbers of degenerate bands for valence and conduction bands, m* is the band effective 
mass for conduction carriers. One can see that the excellent TE performance (high ZT) requires 
large Nv,c and small band effective mass m* [10-12]. Subsequently, Liu et al [3] proposed the 
generalized material parameter B*, where a large weighted mobility U* and a large bandgap Eg 
are preferred to result in high ZT value. In short, according to these theories, the electronic 
structure of an excellent TE material should be featured with small m*, large Nv,c, and large Eg, 
simultaneously.  
Certainly, this scenario is questionable and an unavoidable fact is that the most excellent 
TE materials are of p-type carriers with relatively small bandgap Eg (< 1.0 eV) [13]. The 
underlying physics is that the p-type systems possess large density of states (DOS) effective 
mass mD = Nv2/3m* due to the large m*, benefiting to enhanced Seebeck coefficient S, according 
to the Pisarenko formula in the degenerate limit [11,14,15]: 
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where e and n are the elementary charge and carrier density, noting that a small Eg facilitates 
large n and thus realization of high . It seems that a reciprocal relation between large S and 
high  becomes essentially inevitable.  
Nevertheless, recent experiments did reveal that the p-type FeNbSb-based half-Heusler 
(HH) alloys show the hole mass m* ~ 2.0 me (me for the free electron mass) along the -L 
direction and Eg ~ 0.54 eV. The obtained ZT maximum, ZTM, may reach up to ~ 1.1 at 
temperature T ~ 1100 K [16,17]. This implies that the reciprocal relation between S and  may 
be avoided and a high TE performance is possible without following the rule of small m*, large 
Nv,c, and large Eg simultaneously, likely suggesting extra-opportunities to realize high  and 
large S beyond the reciprocal relation between S and , although the window may be narrow. 
Based on this perspective, searching for promising TE candidates from the whole family of 
binary and ternary compounds has been continued for decades, indeed discovering some high-
performance TE materials. Nevertheless, for most cases investigated earlier, the S ~  reciprocal 
relation remains unbroken, and the reason is more or less related to the fact that these 
compounds have limited degrees of freedom for electronic structure variations. A natural 
strategy is to find opportunity in the family of more-element compounds which have wider 
variety of crystal and electronic structure degrees of freedom. Along this line, the quaternary 
compound family has been occasionally touched for multi-motivations such as 
superconductivity [18], thermoelectricity [19] and topological insulator [20], however, no 
systematic investigation on the TE properties of the whole family has been available.   
So far available experimental data suggested that the quaternary compounds possessing 
general chemical formula X2YZM4, where X, Y, and Z are most likely transition metal species 
and M = Se, Te, may be promising. In particular, Cu2FeSnSe4 [19,21] and Cu2ZnSnM4 (M=S, 
Se) [22] were reported to have good TE properties, hinting that this family could be a rich bank. 
In addition, this family exhibits in many cases relatively low thermal conductivity as a 
concerned issue, due to the strong atomic anharmonic vibration [23], evidenced by the thermal 
conductivity as low as ~ 0.31 Wm-1K-1 at a medium temperature for compound Ag2BaSnSe4 
[24] in comparison with HH alloys that show high L [25-28].  
This X2YZM4 family often crystallizes in tetragonal phase with space groups (SG) such as 
I-42m and I-4, trigonal phase (SG: P31, P32 and R3c), and orthorhombic phase (SG: Ama2 and 
I222) [29-31]. They have rich polytypism, and different structures may show very different 
behaviors in terms of the TE properties. For example, Cu2ZnSnSe4 are TE-favored in the 
stannite structure (SG: I-42m) [22], while they show outstanding optical absorption in the 
Kesterite structure (SG: I-4) or the coexisting I-42m and I-4 structures [32-34]. Fortunately, a 
close check of the whole X2YZM4 family finds that the lattice symmetry can be roughly 
categorized into these four dominant template phases: I222, Ama2, I-42m, and P31, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Certainly, the number of compounds with the four dominant phases can be thousands.  
Given these opportunities and major issues, a high-throughput strategy for identifying these 
X2YZM4 compounds is highly appealed. In this work, we target this strategy by addressing two 
major issues within the proposed framework. On the one hand, a thorough screening of the 
whole family and thus a determination of the energy-minimal lattice structure for each will be 
carried out, focusing on the four dominant phases that belong to space groups I222, Ama2, I-
42m, and P31. On the other hand, a thorough checking of the electronic and phonon structures 
of those compounds will be performed, from which a new insight connecting the structure ~ TE 
property relationship will be proposed. Eventually, we have considered the total 3136 structures 
and their TE properties, and found a number of promising TE compounds that have not been 
reported earlier. Based on this database, we are able to establish a close connection between the 
high TE performance and a novel scenario that the coexisting Dirac and heavy fermions (CDHF) 
in combination with strong optical-acoustic phonon hybridization (OAPH) constitutes a new 
framework for discovering excellent TE materials, at least for this X2YZM4 family but clearly 
extendable to other compounds.  
 
Crystal structure and PBE-bandgap distribution 
In this computational package, all the 3136 compounds in the X2YZM4 family, including 
several polytypic structures for the identical chemical composition in some cases, are submitted 
to full geometry optimization. Such optimized structure database allows us to further evaluate 
the electronic properties on one hand, and on the other hand a close connection between the 
electronic structure and lattice geometry features such as polyhedrons. Indeed, a thorough 
checking suggests the critical roles played by the polyhedrons in determining the band structure. 
Our previous work [23] reported that the valence band (VB) and conductivity band (CB) edges 
of compounds Ag2YZSe4 (Y = Ba, Sr; Z = Sn, Ge) with I222 symmetry mainly come from the 
contributions of polyhedrons [XM4] and [ZM4], respectively.  
Along this line, it is found that most of the I222, Ama2, and P31 phases have three types of 
staggered [XM4], [YM8], and [ZM4] polyhedrons, while [YM8] changes to [YM4] in the I-42m 
phase (in Fig. 1). Certainly, in some cases these polyhedrons may appear in unfixed forms upon 
different elements and lattice constants even for the same compound with different polytypic 
units. For example, [YM4] may appear in the I222, Ama2, and P31 phases for Cu2CdHfSe4 while 
[YM8] exists in most I-42m-type Ag2Ba-based compounds. Usually, for a X2YZM4 compound, 
the major contributions to the VB and CB edges comes from at least two elements, which allows 
more degrees of freedom for electronic structure variations, and thus more opportunities to 
engineer the band structure. One can regulate the VB shape without much variation of the CB 
by modifying [XM4], and the CB shape by modifying [ZM4]. Therefore, it is of significance to 
map the intrinsic dependences of the electronic structure on the polyhedron feature or space 
group (lattice symmetry). In addition, chemical doping or defect engineering on these 
polyhedrons [XM4] and [ZM4] can effectively tune the electronic structure because the latter is 
dependent of the electronegativity differences between X and M and/or between Z and M. 
The primary feature for electronic structure is its bandgap Eg. The first target for the present 
work is to evaluate the relationship between the bandgap and lattice features (space group, 
polyhedron form etc). While details of the database on bandgap are listed in Table S1 of the 
Supplemental Materials (SM), we present the histogram patterns regarding the number of 
compounds within various Eg ranges, in Fig. 2(a)-(d) for the Te-based compounds and in Fig. 
2(e)-(h) for the Se-based compounds, noting M = Te and Se. It is seen that the Te-based 
compounds are mainly narrow bandgap semiconductors (Eg < 2.0 eV), of which there are totally 
only 46 insulators with wide bandgap (Eg > 3.0 eV) that are commonly inapplicable as TE 
materials. Differently, the most Se-based compounds have their bandgap distribution around ~ 
2.0 eV, due to the stronger electronegativity of element Se, leading to the large electronegativity 
difference between (X, Y, Z) and M. The number of highly insulating Se-based compounds 
reaches up to 300, implying that it is difficult for these insulators to be chosen for charge doping 
in order to achieve high TE performance.  
Here, it should be mentioned that a choice of proper bandgap for a good TE material 
remains to be an issue in many cases. For those narrow bandgap semiconductors, the underlying 
physics is given by the generalized material parameter B* in expression of U*, L, and Eg: 
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suggesting that a relatively large Eg is preferred for a high B* and high ZT. This is reasonable 
because the carriers near valence band maximum (VBM) and conductivity band minimum 
(CBM) both participate in electronic transport if Eg is too small, leading to the bipolar effect 
suppressing Seebeck coefficient S in spite of enhancing conductivity  concomitantly. Thus it 
seems that those compounds with Eg ~ 1.0 eV would be highly preferred.  
The data shown in Fig. 2 suggest that most of the Te-based compounds can be categorized 
into this class as parent compounds for subsequent optimization via carrier doping and band 
engineering, while this is just a preliminary screening based on the bandgap requirement. For 
those compounds with Eg ~ [2.0 eV, 3.0 eV], the optimal carrier density nopt required for 
realizing the high ZT generally corresponds to the Fermi level Ef located at the CBM for n-type 
carriers or the VBM for p-type carriers. This implies a change of Ef for more than 1.0 eV is 
needed for band engineering via doping, nano-crystallization, and defects. It becomes thus 
inevitable to deform the electronic structure topology that usually hinders the improvement of 
TE performance. In this sense, most of the Se-based compounds would be inapplicable as TE 
materials. Even so, if a bandgap of 1.0 eV, as obtained here from the PBE-scheme, is chosen as 
the primary criterion, there are totally 1441 structures that can be categorized into this class. 
These compounds would be submitted to subsequent procedure of screening.  
 
mBJ corrected bandgaps and ZTM screening 
It is known that a calculation using the PBE scheme always under-estimates the bandgap, 
and thus a more accurate scheme of calculation is needed. The mBJ scheme is more costly but 
can give much more accurate Eg value. Consequently, the total 1441 structures are calculated 
using the mBJ scheme and the obtained Eg values are used for subsequent TE property 
evaluation in the semi-classical Boltzmann transport theory. In this work, a variant of ZT factor 
[35,36] is adopted to sort the TE performance from the calculated electronic structure:   
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where  is the relaxation time for carriers. Given the assumption of constant relaxation time, 
ratios  / and e / can be directly obtained by solving the electron Boltzmann transport 
equation (EBTE) [37]. In our calculations, we took  = 3.33 × 10-15 s by keeping the 
conservative factor L / = 3 × 1014 Wm-1K-1s-1.  
It is well known that the ZT factor is strongly dependent of temperature T and carrier 
density n. For each of the 1441 compounds, one chooses three temperatures (T = 300, 600, and 
900 K), six carrier densities (n = 5×1017, 5×1018, 5×1019, 5×1020, 1×1021, and 5×1021 in units of 
cm-3), and two carrier types (p-type and n-type) to calculate the ZT factor, counting totally 36 
ZT values for each compound. Then the maximal of each 18 ZT values is denoted as ZTM for 
each carrier type and the data are collected in Table S2 of the Supplemental Materials. 
Furthermore, in order to check the effectiveness of the screening method, we compare the 
calculated results and some available experimental data on compound Cu2SnZnSe4-based 
alloys. While our prediction of the ZTM for stannite Cu2SnZnSe4 is 0.98 at T = 900 K, the 
measured ZT value was 0.91 at T = 860 K [38], confirming the nice consistence between them. 
The detailed discussion is shown in the Supplemental Materials. 
All the evaluated data below Eg ~ 2.0 eV are mapped into the totally 16 (Eg, ZTM) plots, as 
shown in Fig. 3 where the results are categorized by (1) the type of carriers: n-type and p-type; 
(2) the lattice symmetry or SG: I222, Ama2, I-42m, and P31; and (3) the bandgap feature: direct 
and indirect bandgaps, respectively. In each plot, all the data are fitted using the linear 
regression of ZTM as a function of Eg. While the data look somehow strongly scattered, some 
major features from these plots can be highlighted. First, a clarification of the influence of 
carrier type suggests that the p-type compounds are basically better than those n-type 
compounds. This clarification is basically consistent with the well-known experimental facts. 
It also suggests that the present screening strategy works well in a qualitative sense. For a 
quantitative estimation, one focuses on the compounds in one group, such as Te-based 
compounds of I222 phase. It is seen that 45 p-type compounds have their ZTM larger than one, 
while this number for the n-type compounds is only 5. Second, no remarkable preference of the 
direct-bandgap compounds or indirect-bandgap ones is identified, suggesting that this band 
feature is not an essential ingredient for TE performance although it could be the core one for 
photovoltaic or optoelectronic applications. Indeed, sufficient data from earlier experiments 
support this fact and here one does not need to care it. Third, referred to Eq.(3) where parameter 
B* is shown to be a positively linear function of Eg, factor ZTM as a function of Eg would behave 
similarly. Indeed, such linear-like behavior can be claimed, as shown by the blue solid lines in 
Fig. 3 for a guide of eyes. However, the data are seriously scattered and no technically sound 
conclusion can be reached, suggesting that Eq. (3) is at most an insufficient description of these 
data. Furthermore, such behaviors, if applicable, are not always positively linear, and for the 
structures of P31 symmetry and p-type carriers, one sees the negatively linear behaviors (Fig. 
3(h) and (p)), which is unusual.  
In short, one is in a good position to claim that for these X2YZM4 quaternary compounds, 
the TE properties seem to deviate remarkably from the well-established scenario. The well-
known SPB model likely exhibits some drawback in describing the electronic and phonon 
transports. A key issue here is that these compounds have their electronic structure seriously 
deviating from the parabolic band character. An apparent updating of the current transport 
theory may be needed, which could be one of the core issues for predicting high-performance 
TE materials from these quaternary compounds. 
 
Coexisting Dirac and heavy fermions (CDHF) scenario 
As discussed earlier, this quaternary compound family includes complex chemical 
compositions and lattice structures, offering ingredients well beyond the current scenarios on 
TE materials. While various models that may levitate one physical ingredient more than others 
can be proposed, it is natural to argue that the underlying physics could contain all these 
physical ingredients that are not fully included in these models.  
Before going into detailed discussion, one may highlight the landscapes of current TE 
theories. As back to 1950s, Ioffe motivated an idea that guided profoundly the modern TE 
transport theories. Slack summarized the ideas in 1995 and proposed the famous phonon-glass 
electron-crystal concept [39]. This concept outlines the macroscopic requirements for electrical 
and thermal transports of an excellent TE material, while no unambiguous physical scenario on 
the microscopic electronic and phonon structures has been established. As a rough classification, 
one may note that the Dirac fermions [40] and heavy fermions [41] seem to take the two 
complementary ends in constructing the TE performance. For a better illustration, one may 
consider the band structure of a semiconductor with the heavy fermion character or the Dirac 
fermion character, and the two types of band structures are drawn in Fig. 4(a) for a guide of 
eyes. Clearly, there exists a flat band around some high-symmetry point for a heavy fermion 
system, while the band exhibits nearly linear dispersion for a Dirac fermion system. It is known 
that a Dirac system usually possesses zero effective mass and small bandgap, thus a high  is 
easily accessible but a large S becomes impossible. On the other hand, a heavy fermion system 
usually has large m* and S for a given Eg, while sufficiently high  may not be possible even if 
a sufficiently high carrier density is achieved. In addition, it has been believed that a multi-
valley band structure may benefit to the improved TE performance, evidenced by TE materials 
such as SnSe [42], CoSb3 [11,43] and PbTe [44]. These scenarios allow us to combine them 
into one composite framework so that the TE performance in such quaternary compounds can 
be promoted mutually. Here it should be mentioned that a perfect Dirac fermion transport is 
characterized by the ideal gapless band structure with perfect linear dispersions on both the 
conduction band and valence band. Such systems are rare and may not satisfy simultaneously 
all the requirements. Instead, we consider those gapped systems that exhibit approximately 
linear dispersion on either the valence band or the conduction band. Therefore, the so-called 
Dirac fermion band here is more accurately called the Dirac-like band. 
This strategy is indeed supported by our calculations, and the quaternary compounds with 
coexisting Dirac and heavy fermion (CDHF) characters do exist, as evidenced by the data 
shown in Fig. 4. We call these compounds the CDHF-like systems whose Dirac-like fermions 
and heavy fermions respectively support the high  and large S respectively, and reasonably 
high TE performance can be expected, at least the high power factor (PF) can be obtained by 
proper decoupling of S and . Based on a screening of all the lattice and electronic structures 
in number of thousands, we determine the energy-lowest crystal phases and then calculate their 
TE properties. Those compounds with large ZT values are selected into a sub-category for 
careful identification of the electronic structure in terms of the Dirac fermion or heavy fermion 
characters. While it is non-realistic for every electronic structure in this sub-category to have 
clear CDHF characters, one finds that many of them do favor the coexistence of the Dirac 
fermion and heavy fermion configurations.  
As representative examples, we show in Fig. 4(b)~(e) the electronic structure of 
Cu2ZnHfSe4 with the I-42m symmetry and its TE properties, and in Fig. 4(g)~(i) the band 
structure of Cs2BeZrSe4 with the Ama2 symmetry and its TE properties. In the two-band 
structures (Fig. 4(b) and 4(f)), the heavy-fermion band (blue line) and Dirac-like band (red line) 
are marked for better view. It is immediately seen that the two compounds exhibit remarkable 
CDHF characters, and in fact, they are the best n-type and p-type TE materials found in this 
work. Their ZT values reach 1.26 (for n-type Cu2ZnHfSe4) and 2.05 (for p-type Cs2BeZrSe4) at 
T ~ 900 K, respectively, owing to the high  and especially large S for Cu2ZnHfSe4 (S ~ -228.0 
VK-1) and Cs2BeZrSe4 (S ~ 296.4 VK-1). The PF values can be ~ 27.5 Wcm-1K-2 and 
ultrahigh 46.1 Wcm-1K-2, comparable with PF ~ 45 Wcm-1K-2 at T = 1100 K for the p-type 
FeNbSb-based HH alloys [16]. Besides, the best compounds in the Te-based compounds are 
the n-type Ag2ZnHfTe4 with the I-42m symmetry (ZT = 1.01) and the p-type Cs2BeZrTe4 with 
the Ama2 symmetry (ZT = 1.69), as shown in Table S3 of the Supplemental Materials. The 
slightly large ZT values of the n-type Cu2ZnHfSe4 and p-type Cs2BeZrSe4 with respect to the 
two Te-based compounds are owing to their relatively low e. 
It should be mentioned that the TE parameters (S,  and PF) for n-type Cu2ZnHfSe4 and 
p-type Cs2BeZrSe4 are sensitive to the Fermi level location inside the bandgap, owing to the 
two-band (VB and CB) effect. Obviously, there are two peaks for Seebeck coefficient S but 
only one single valley for conductivity . The extremes and locations of the S-peaks are 
determined by the bandgap size and edge structure, and the peak locations are more important 
than the extreme magnitude because the magnitude is usually sufficient for the high 
performance requirements. Unfortunately, for most TE materials reported so far, the large 
extreme values imply the low  due to the coupled S and , making PF small and a decoupling 
of them highly concerned.  
In the present CDHF scenario, such a decoupling becomes possible by a shifting of the S- 
and/or -features so that a large S and a high  can be balanced simultaneously to reach the 
optimized PF. To be specific, the n-type and p-type S feature locations can be shifted towards 
the vicinities of VB and CB respectively. It looks like “one small shifting for the S- and/or -
features contributes to one giant leap for the TE community”. Indeed, the S features of the n-
type Cu2ZnHfSe4 and p-type Cs2BeZrSe4 are biased towards the CB and VB respectively. 
Consequently, the two systems have their respective PF to be tuned up to the maximal, as shown 
in Fig. 4(e) and 4(i). It also evidences that a TE compound with the CDHF character in the band 
structure does allow the decoupling of S and , a substantial consequence of the present study.  
 
Optical-acoustic phonon hybridization  
Nevertheless, such an effective decoupling strategy does likely optimize the power factor 
(PF) but may not necessarily guarantee the realization of large ZT value since the thermal 
conductivity has so far not been discussed. For the two compounds, we also calculate the 
phonon spectrum for checking the dynamic stability of the lattice structures (I-42m for 
Cu2ZnHfSe4 and Ama2 for Cs2BeZrSe4) and their thermal conductivity. The spectra are 
summarized in Fig. 5(a) and 4(e) respectively. First, it is seen that there are no imaginary modes 
in the spectra, indicating that the structures are dynamically stable. Second, one sees clearly the 
existence of the strong hybridization between the transverse optical (TO) modes and 
longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes in the two compounds, resulting in remarkable avoided 
crossing effect. 
This avoided crossing effect can easily result in steep variation of the TO and LA modes 
simultaneously and even their softening. It is seen that the lowest-lying optical (LLO) mode 
has its frequency as low as 0.31 THz (= 1.3 meV) at the  point for Cs2BeZrSe4, and no 
behaviors appear for Cu2ZnHfSe4. This mode crossing-free or softening or both can be an 
important ingredient for the lattice thermal conduction suppression by enhancing the phonon 
scattering rate, thus leading to the strong low-frequency anharmonic vibration.  
Motivated by the above novel physics, one can combine the compressive sensing lattice 
dynamics (CSLD) method [45,46] and the phonon Boltzmann transport equation (PBTE) [47], 
and calculate the lattice thermal conductivity L as a function of T for Cu2ZnHfSe4 and 
Cs2BeZrSe4, as shown in Fig. 5(d) and (h) respectively. As expected, Cs2BeZrSe4 has a lower 
L than that of Cu2ZnHfSe4 over the whole T-range, and L ~ 0.64 Wm-1K-1 at T = 300 K and it 
falls down to 0.28 Wm-1K-1 at T = 900 K, noting that the well-known TE compound SnSe has 
the similar L.  
For more detailed analysis of the thermal transport, one sees that the low-frequency phonon 
anharmonic vibration can be measured by its Grüneisen coefficient . The frequency-dependent 
 plots show that many modes have large negative  near the low-frequency phonons that have 
important contributions to L, implying that these modes can reduce the L. The more negative 
the , the smaller the L. For Cs2BeZrSe4, the largest || reaches ~ 39 near the zero frequency, 
indicating the strong anharmonic vibration due to the avoided crossing and optical mode 
softening. Here, in spite of more negative Grüneisen coefficients for Cu2ZnHfSe4, the largest 
|| is ~ 16 and most of these negative modes are far from the zero frequency. Therefore, 
Cu2ZnHfSe4 still has relatively higher L than Cs2BeZrSe4. 
 
Conclusion 
By utilizing the high-throughput first-principles calculations we have investigated the 
electronic band structures and TE properties of the huge number of quaternary compounds with 
general chemical formula X2YZM4 where M = Te and Se. A structure database consisting of 
3136 compounds with four seminal space groups (I222, Ama2, I-42m, and P31) by the high-
throughput screening calculations, has been constructed. Subsequently, we have performed 
more accurate band structure calculations on the properly chosen 1441 compounds using the 
mBJ scheme and thus evaluated their TE properties using the combined first-principles 
electronic and phonon computations and Boltzmann theory. A systematic screening of the 
electronic and phonon structures of those predicted excellent TE compounds suggests that the 
coexisting Dirac heavy fermions (CDHF) plus the strong optical-acoustic phonon hybridization 
(OAPH) appear to be the essential ingredient of physics for remarkably enhanced TE 
performance, and this scenario would be helpful for experimental and theoretical design of 
promising TE materials. Finally, tens of promising X2YZM4 quaternary compounds are 
predicted for experimental realizations. 
 
Method Summary  
The high-throughput first-principles calculations are carried out in the Vienna Ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE) [48]. For the structure optimizations, we choose 
different k meshes for various SG types: 8×8×8 for I222, and I-42m, 8×8×4 for Ama2 and P31. 
The total number of k points expands to eight times in the self-consistent and high-precision 
calculations. The PBE with the modification of Becke-Johnson (mBJ) [49] calculations are 
performed within the full-potential code WIEN2k [50] for obtaining the exact energy 
eigenvalues and then TE parameters are calculated by solving electronic Boltzmann transport 
equation (EBTE), details of which were reported previously [37]. 
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 FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of the lattice structures for the X2YZM4 quaternary compounds 
with the space group: (a) I222, (b) Ama2, (c) I-42m, and (d) P31. In these structures, several 
core polyhedron units essential for determining the electronic and phonon transports are shown: 
(e) [XM4], (f) [YM8], and (g) [ZM4]. (h) The preferred elements for X, Y, and Z are marked 
while M = Se and Te. 
 
  
  
FIG. 2. The histograms for illustrating the number of compounds N .vs. PBE-bandgap Eg for 
(a) ~ (d) the Te-based compounds and (e) ~ (h) the Se-based compounds in the I222, Ama2, I-
42m and P31 phases respectively. The bandgap data are determined from the calculations based 
on the PBE scheme and they usually are slightly under-estimated. The more accurate data of 
bandgap are obtained from the calculations based on the mBJ scheme.  
  
  
 
FIG. 3. The collective plots of the ZTM .vs. Eg data for (a)-(d) the n-type and (c)-(h) p-type Te-
based compounds, and (i)-(l) the n-type and (m)-(p) p-type Se-based compounds in the I222, 
Ama2, I-42m, and P31 phases respectively. Each dot represents the data for one compound, and 
the bandgap data are determined from the calculations based on the mBJ scheme. The blue lines 
are the best fitting results. The black and red/olive spheres in each plot respectively represent 
the zero-bandgap (metal), indirect bandgap, and direct bandgap.  
 
  
FIG. 4. (a) Ideal valley band model for CDHF systems, band structures, Ef-dependent S,  and 
PF for (b)-(e) I-42m Cu2ZnHfSe4 and (f)-(i) Ama2 Cs2BeZrSe4 (the left to the right). The high 
symmetry lines [the green abscissas in (b) and (f)] for band structure correspond to the green 
polylines in Brillouin zone plot shown on the top. 
 
 
 
  
  
FIG. 5. The phonon spectrum, enlarged avoided crossing, frequency-dependent  and T-
dependent L for (a)-(d) I-42m Cu2ZnHfSe4 and (e)-(h) Ama2 Cs2BeZrSe4. The pink rectangles 
in (a) and (e) mark avoided crossings that are enlarged in (b) and (f) respectively, and the red 
lines in (a), (b), (e) and (f) are on behalf of the lowest-lying optical (LLO) branches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
